
 

FRIENDS OF ARNOLD CIRCUS  

Committee Meeting Minutes of Friends of Arnold Circus trustees’ 

meeting held on June 30
th

 2011, at Leila’s, 17 Calvert Avenue, E2 7JP 

 

 

 

Attending: Farid Djebrouni (minutes), Naseem Khan, Jean Locker, Leila McAlister (Chair), 

Robin Hatton-Gore, Marine Shah 

 

Observers: Megan Charnley, Alice Herrick, Tina Man, Jay Lom, Thor McIntyre-Burnie 

 

1. Apologies: Sabeha Miah, Jenny Bernard 

 

2. June minutes: The June minutes were accepted as an accurate record. 

 

3. Matters arising: We still do not have a PayPal button on the FOAC blog. Naseem will 

contact Jenny to find out why it is taking so long.            

 

4. Finance:  

- Jalal submitted the accounts of the charity. 

- Jean has made a grant application to the Tower Hill Trust to cover Andy’s wages. Naseem 

submitted an application to the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association (MPGA) for plants.  

 

5. Outreach/Green Circus: 

Thor McIntyre-Burnie explained the work he has been doing with the kids from Virginia 

School for the last 7 weeks, which consists of two projects: the first one was creative and 

subjective mapping of the Boundary Estate, the second one involved kids taking photos 

around the Boundary estate and  then drawing over some of them and using others as a 

background for a Muppet Show created by themselves, which were considered very funny. 

 

As part of the Green Circus, Lindsay Sekulowicz, who worked at the Florence Natural 

History Museum, will be running a project with the kids of Virginia Primary about insects, 

what they are and their importance to nature, next September. 

6. Events: 

- Naseem did a briefing about Arnold Day and Carrom Marathon Day, which both were 

considered successful. 

 

- Arnold Day: simple and successful day  

 

- Carrom Marathon Day: very good partnership with Carrom cafe/shop, smooth event. 

Financially not good as hoped as not much collected in the GOSH tins, but we have pledges, 

final amount to be established. 

 

- Picnic: Alice did an update on the last preparations for the Picnic which looks like it’s going 

to be full of events despite the financial restrictions. Arnold Circus will be host to an array of 

free activities for all ages including photographic  and illustrated portraits, paper hat 

making, a miniature clay picnic, swing dancing, cycling, ping pong, an exhibition of 

children's poems, a table top gallery and bag making. People are invited to bring picnics and 

a dish to share. Free tea, coffee, Halal BBQ, Bangladeshi snacks and cherry cones will be 
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available. Rough Trade East and End of the Road Festival will present a line-up of musicians 

on the bandstand.  Marine raised “alarm bells” regarding numbers of volunteers for the day, 

which the Friends are finding harder and harder to recruit. 

 

7. 2012 Future planning: Naseem did a draft  of a  vision plan for 2012, which will be 

discussed by the trustees during the next month meeting, fund raising must be done in 

September hence the need of having a final decision on the number of events and activities.  

 

8. AOB: Jay Lom, a local youth, spoke about developing a mobile tag device for Arnold 

Circus. He agreed to do a presentation for the group during the next meeting. 

 

A donation of £10 from two old timers was sent to the friends after being in the Carom Day. 

They were extremely happy to see the Circus being the heart of the community again. 

 

9. Date of next meeting: 6.50pm Thursday, 4
th

 August, Leila’s Cafe  

 


